
 
SUNY Cortland 

Foundations and Social Advocacy Department 
FSA 101-602/L02: Introduction to Urban Education 

 
Course information: 
3 Credit Hours 
Spring 2011 
Course Times: Tuesdays – 11:40 a.m. - 12:55 p.m. in Van Hoesen, B-213 
   Thursdays – 8:15 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. at Dr. Martin Luther King Elementary School 
       416 E. Raynor Ave., Syracuse, NY 13202 
       Phone: (315) 435-4580 
      Principal: Mrs. Patricia Floyd-Echols
      Vice-Principal: Mr. Samuel Barber  

Check www.syracusecityschools.com for weather-related school cancellation. 
 
Professor information: 
Professor: Michelle Kelly    Office: 1213 Cornish Hall 
 
Office Hours:  Monday 3:15-4:15 p.m. 
 Tuesday 3:00-4:00 p.m. 

Thursday 1:15-3:15 p.m.  
Other times by appointment. 

 
Telephone: (607) 753-5224     Email: michelle.kelly@cortland.edu  
 
   
Required texts: 
• Jones, L., Newman, L., & Isay, D.  (1998). Our America: Life and death on the south side of 

Chicago.  New York: Pocket Books 
 
• Michie, G. (1999).  Holler if you hear me.  New York: Teachers College Press 

 
• Additional readings for FSA 101: Introduction to Urban Education available on myreddragon 

class page, other online sources, or handed out in class.  
 
References: 
Banks, J. (1998). Approaches to multicultural curriculum reform. In E. Lee, D. Menkert & M. 
 Okazaway-Rey (Eds.), Beyond heroes and holidays: A practical guide to K-12 anti-
 racist, multicultural education and staff development, 2nd edition (pp. 74-75). 
 Washington, DC: Teaching for Change 
 
Grant, Gerald. (2009). Hope and despair in the American city. Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
 University Press. 
 
Haberman, Martin. (2010). Urban education: The state of urban schooling at the  
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 start of the 21st century. Retrieved from 
http://www.educationnews.org/ed_reports/104105.html
 
Haberman, Martin (1995). Star teachers of children in poverty, 3-20, 90, 93-94. West Lafayette,  

IN: Kappa Delta Pi. ISBN 0-912099-08-9 
 

Kozol, Jonathan (September 2005). Still separate, still unequal. Harper’s Magazine, 42-54. 
Link to article: http://www.mindfully.org/Reform/2005/American-Apartheid-
Education1sep05.htm
 
Kozol, Jonathan (1991). Savage inequalities. New York: Harper Perennial, pp. 53-74. 
 
Ladson-Billings, G. (1994). The dreamkeepers: Successful teachers of African American 
 children. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, pp. ix-xii, 15-26, and 102-126. ISBN 1-55542-668-
 9 
 
Lee, S.J. (1994). Behind the model-minority stereotype: Voices of high- and low-achieving 
 Asian American students. Anthropology & Education Quarterly, 25 (4): 413-429 
Link to article: Log on to myreddragon. Select “Library.” Click on the letter “J” under 
“Databases.” “JSTOR” comes up. Click on that. Type in “Behind the Model Minority 
Stereotype.” It should be the first article that comes up. Click on “”PDF” to get access to the full 
article. 
 
Michie, G. (2003). See you when we get there. Rethinking Schools, 18 (2): 39-42 
Link to article: http://www.rethinkingschools.org/archive/18_02/see182.shtml 
  
Nieto, S. (2002). Affirmation, solidarity and critique: Moving beyond tolerance in education.  In 
 E. Lee, D. Menkert & M. Okazaway-Rey (Eds.), Beyond heroes and holidays: A 
 practical guide to K-12 anti-racist, multicultural education and staff development, 2nd 
 edition (pp. 7-18). Washington, DC: Teaching for Change 
Link to article: http://www-
unix.oit.umass.edu/~snieto/PDF/Moving%20beyond%20tolerance%20Mult%20Ed%201994.pdf 
  
Nieto, Sonia (2004). Linguistic diversity in U.S. classrooms. Affirming diversity: The  

sociopolitical context of multicultural education (4th edition), 207 – 253. New York:  
Longman. ISBN 0-205-38692-X 

 
Steele, C. (n.d.). Race and the schooling of Black Americans.  
Link to article: http://www.theatlantic.com/doc/199204/race-education 
 
 
Catalog description: 
Micro issues that occur in individual schools and communities and macro issues that occur in the 
broader educational system and U.S. society. How these issues impact education in urban 
contexts from anthropological, economic, educational, political and sociological perspectives. 
Combines field experiences in urban schools with related readings. 
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Course overview: 
This first course in urban education is designed to introduce you to the many issues impacting 
youth and educators in urban schools. The diversity of urban contexts, the experience of living in 
densely populated areas, institutionalized racism and classism, and the bureaucracy and school 
reform efforts of large school systems often found in urban areas all contribute to making life 
and teaching unique in urban contexts. We will examine each of these areas both through 
readings related to urban education and actual experiences in an urban school. Throughout the 
course you will be encouraged to begin moving beyond using your personal experiences in 
school as a sole measure for analyzing systems of education and to begin using a broader lens, 
which includes multiple perspectives, as a way to think about education in urban schools. 
 
 
Course objectives:
• Students will analyze the social and political forces impacting public education in urban areas 

and demonstrate understanding of the issues affecting urban schools, urban students, and 
urban teachers. CF 2; CEC 1. 

• Students will explore the meaning of culturally relevant teaching and examine what it looks 
like in practice. CF 3, 11; CEC 2, 5, 6. 

• Students will study examples of life in urban schools through service learning experiences in 
the Syracuse City School District and readings. CF 3, 11; CEC 5 

• Students will examine school reform in urban contexts through readings and field experiences. 
CF 8; CEC 1. 

• Students will write about, reflect upon, and discuss urban education through the lens of the 
course content and service learning experiences. CF 7, 11; CEC 1, 2, 5. 

• Students will develop and present a variety of oral presentations related to course content 
using appropriate presentation skills. CF 13; CEC 10. 

 
 
Presentation skills requirement: 
SUNY Cortland students must take one course that has been approved as a “Presentation Skills” 
(PS) course as a requirement for graduation. This course meets that requirement. The goals of a 
Presentation Skills course are to provide students with skills and experience in making oral 
presentations; improve students’ abilities to organize thoughts and present them orally; and teach 
students self-critique and peer critique oral presentation skills. 
 
 
Policies: 
Attendance involves coming to class on time and staying for the entire class. In particular, it is 
critical that everyone meets on time at our departure location for the trips to Syracuse. More than 
two absences, unless all are officially excused by the Dean’s Office or College policy, is 
considered excessive and your grade will be lowered by 1/3 of a letter (i.e., B+ to B or A to A-) 
for each additional class hour of absence. Our class meets twice a week, so two absences is the 
equivalent of three class hours. This means that you can miss class twice without penalty to your 
grade, and for every additional two classes you miss, your final grade will be lowered by one full 
letter grade. My expectation is that you will not miss class unless there is a serious problem. If 
you find that you must miss class, it is your responsibility to notify me of your absence and to 
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find out what you missed from a peer.  A pattern of tardiness will also result in a lowered grade. 
Being late to class three times will equal one absence. Eight absences equals a failing grade for 
this course. 
 
Field experience: Field experience involves visiting schools in Syracuse during our Thursday 
sessions. Please dress professionally for our school visits. We will take a bus to Syracuse and 
back to participate in the school’s activities. We will leave Cortland at 8:15 AM. The bus will 
parked in front of Corey Union to pick you up. Do not be late! We will be back in Cortland by 
1:00 PM.  Do not miss a field experience unless you are really ill or have a true emergency. The 
teachers and students who are inviting you into their class are expecting you each week. Please 
leave a phone message (753-5524) for me before 7:30 AM on Thursdays if you must miss a field 
experience, or contact another student in the class and let him or her know that you are unable to 
attend. It is your responsibility to make sure that somebody knows that you need to be absent for 
the day so that we do not hold the bus waiting for you. 
 
Preparation: It is my expectation that each of us will be actively engaged in this course as both 
learners and teachers through effective class preparation and regular class participation.  To that 
end, you should be prepared with all readings and class assignments prior to each class.   
 
Course Texts. Bring the text/s that we will discuss for the day to class with you. We will use the 
books and articles in our class work. Not having the day’s reading with you is a sign that you are 
not fully prepared for class. 
 
Participation: Students are expected to be responsible group members and to be active 
participants in all class activities.  In this view, participation involves asking questions, making 
comments, participation in class activities, staying on task, and listening and responding to others 
in a respectful manner. This course emphasizes discussion and participation.  Therefore, in order 
for this course  to work, you must attend class and be prepared to participate. 
 
Due dates: Assignments are due at the beginning of the class meeting. If you are absent, make 
arrangements to have someone turn in your assignments so that I receive it before our designated 
class period. If you believe that an assignment will be late and have a good reason for that 
lateness, please contact me ahead of time so that we can make arrangements about an extension.  
Failure to turn in an assignment at the beginning of the class meeting in which it is due results in 
a one-letter grade drop for the assignment. Failure to turn it in during the next class period results 
in a two-letter grade drop for the assignment. Unless there are extenuating circumstances, 
assignments more than two class meetings late will not be accepted and a grade of zero will be 
recorded.   
 
Cell phones: Please turn off your cell phone in class. Do not check your cell phone or have your 
cell phone out in class. This policy also applies to meetings with me in my office. 
 
Academic integrity: Students in this course are expected to abide by the guidelines on academic 
dishonesty that are found in chapter 340 of the SUNY Cortland College Handbook 
(http://www.cortland.edu/president/handbook.pdf).  As stated in these guidelines, any instance of 
plagiarism, cheating on examinations or other forms of academic dishonesty will be punished, 
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most likely by the receipt of a failing grade for this course and possible dismissal from the 
College.  The primary means for enforcing the course’s policy on academic dishonesty will be a 
Web-based plagiarism detection service to which you will be required to submit all of the papers 
you write for this course. Examples of plagiarism include:  

• Failure to use quotation marks: All work, which is quoted directly from a source, should 
be enclosed in quotation marks and followed by a proper reference... Failure to use 
quotations is plagiarism.  

• Failure to document ideas: When a student uses one or more ideas from and/or 
paraphrase a source... s/he must give the proper reference. Failure to properly reference 
others' ideas is plagiarism. 

• False documentation: Falsifying or inventing sources or page references is plagiarism. 
 
Special educational needs: SUNY Cortland is committed to upholding and maintaining all 
aspects of the federal Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) and Section 504 of the 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973.  If you are a student with a disability and wish to request 
accommodations, please contact the Student Disability Services Office located in B-1, Van 
Hoesen Hall or call 753-2066 for an appointment.  Because many accommodations require early 
planning, requests for accommodations should be made as soon as possible. 
 
Even if the above does not apply to you, please let me know if you have problems hearing, 
seeing, or otherwise participating in the class. 

 
 
Assignments: 
 
Annotated article with outline: This exercise is designed to help you become a more active 
reader. Take the following steps in actively reading: 
 

1.   Using the article or book that you have been assigned, start reading and right away start 
talking back on paper. Highlight or underline key material and write notes to yourself 
directly on the pages of the article or book. This process is called “annotating.” Your job 
is to engage with the reading. Allow yourself to have a conversation with the writer, to 
whom you’re listening carefully. See what the author is saying, trace interesting patterns, 
and find connections with what you already know or think you know. 
 
Don’t rush to finish the text. Listen carefully to your own reactions as you read. Don’t 
brush them aside, but take time to hear them, record them, and especially take time to sort 
out and record where they might be coming from. This is the stuff that will be uniquely 
your response to the text, because no one else has lived your life. Go back and forth 
between the text and your own remembering, reflecting, wondering, and so forth, 
including whatever else you are reading and experiencing in this course or any other. You 
may have to get used to reading this way, but the struggle itself may give you some 
useful information about how you’ve been taught to read and what that might mean for 
your teaching. 
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2.   While you’re doing all that work in your head, write comments in the margins, make 
connections in the margins, write questions in the margins. Note in the margin what you 
think are sections that you don’t understand, of what confuses you, things you need more 
information about. Keep some sort of record of compelling passages from the text that 
you think you will want to return to. All of that is annotating! 

 
3.   After you finish reading, go back through the text and make an outline of the key points, 

comments, quotes, questions, concerns, etc. that you wrote about in the margin. This 
outline should serve as a model for the beginning of reaction papers that you will write 
for this class. 

 
Reaction papers: Many sessions will require a reaction paper based on the readings assigned for 
class. When relevant, you should also feel free to make connections between the readings and 
your experiences in the Syracuse City Schools. These papers should be 2-3 pages long and 
follow all mechanics listed in the Guidelines for Written Assignments. 
 
The following guidelines for reaction papers are taken directly from The Exceptional Teacher: 
Transforming Traditional Teaching through Thoughtful Practice, E Aaronsohn (2003) San 
Francisco: Jossey-Bass, pp. 250-253. 
 
Reaction papers are different from other writing. Their intent is to allow you to become a more 
active reader. They capture your own thoughts as you read, encouraging you to explore your own 
insights into the reading. A reaction paper invites you to ask the questions that take you deeper 
into the text. Reaction papers will also provide you with ideas and questions that you can bring 
up in class. 
 
What a reaction paper isn’t: 
It is not a traditional summary or “book report” of the reading. It is not note taking on “important 
facts” for a test. It is not simply agreeing or disagreeing with certain points the authors make. But 
this is not about censoring your reactions. If the writer’s viewpoint makes you feel 
uncomfortable, say that, and say exactly why! You’re not in debate with the author, not out to 
win or defend your position; you are in the process of figuring out why you think what you think. 
Being in collision over ways of seeing is a good way to examine that. Be open – not to 
swallowing whole whatever you read but to rethinking assumptions. 
 
What a reaction paper is: 
A reaction paper is the written word of a personal engagement with the text, of having really 
listened to both someone else and yourself. A reaction paper starts from thinking about what you 
already know about what the writer is talking about, from your own personal direct experiences 
with learning and teaching, in and out of school. It is a way to discover what you think. 
 
To do these writings, it is necessary that you use the word “I.” Do not distance yourself from 
these readings. You don’t need to worry about saying something intelligent in these papers; you 
do need to let yourself be passionate, reflective, and thoughtful. Carefully reading the text is 
necessary (which means skimming is not enough) so that what comes through in the paper is 
your personal experience of reading the text. 
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Step-by-step process for a reaction paper: 
 
First, follow steps 1-3 for annotating and outlining an article above. Then: 

 
4.   Go back and skim your own margin notes and your understandings, trying to be sure you 

really understood what the writer meant and that you can tell the difference from the 
writer’s voice and your own. 

 
 
5.   Capture your notes of the “conversation” on paper, in no particular form. At the same 

time revise your list of questions you developed while annotating to take account of the 
ones the text answered for you. Now think through and ask more completely those 
questions you are still puzzling about. Those questions will form a substantial part of the 
group conversation when we discuss the text in the next class session. They can be 
written up separately from the paper itself, or included in it, but they should not be all 
that the paper does. 

 
6.   In writing the paper, shape and develop the notes you’ve taken. Your thinking is what 

we’re after here, with lots of specifics both from the text and from you own experience. 
As you write, let yourself discover where the new ideas have taken you. Remember, this 
is a new way of writing. It’s not your job to prove anything or sum up anything, but to 
figure out what you think about some possible new ideas and why you might think that 
way. 

 
7. Proofread and edit your work! 

 
Dr. King School service learning experience reflection papers: Keep a detailed, written 
account of your visits to Dr. King School. Craft a paper that highlights your service learning 
experience. To do this, select several key experiences and describe them in a way that brings 
them to life. Reconstruct conversations and situations to show the reader what went on during the 
experiences. Discuss why these particular experiences stood out to you. Then, discuss what you 
have learned about teaching and learning as a result of these experiences. (This is known as 
reflection.) It is not your job to judge, but to try and get some understandings of this complex job 
we call teaching. This account is not meant to be a summary of what you did. Make connections 
to our course readings, describe and analyze events that stood out for you in either positive or 
negative ways, and/or try to make sense of your experiences. Focus on what you learned during 
your field experiences. The paper should be a minimum of 2.5 pages long and follow all 
mechanics listed in the Guidelines for Written Assignments. 
 
Classroom partners’ presentation on service learning experiences at Dr. King School: 
Classroom partners at King will work together to create a presentation about your experiences at 
Dr. King School. This assignment breaks down as follows: 

• Each pair should plan for a 10-minute presentation that is shared equally between the two 
people. You must prepare a script, outline or note cards for what you want to say. 
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• Decide how you will present your material, individually and as a pair. You could do a 
PowerPoint, create a video or slide show, develop a skit, anything that demonstrates the 
highlights of your experiences and what you learned. Your presentation should be 
organized so that the information each person shares flows together. 

• Practice your presentation on your own and with your partner. 
• After completion of your presentation, you and your partner will respond to questions and 

comments from the class. 
• After the presentation the instructor and each member of the class will have several 

minutes to complete a presentation assessment form (see p. 18 of this syllabus) provided 
by the instructor. The instructor will share these assessments with the presenters.  

• Immediately after the presentation, each member of the group will complete questions 1 
and 2 on the “Post-presentation self-assessment” (see p. 19 in this syllabus). After they 
have had time to review the comments from their classmates during the next class 
session, they should answer questions 3-5 and give the form to the instructor.  

• Following your presentation, please turn in a one-page (maximum) outline of the key 
points and examples that each of you planned to present. 

 
For additional information regarding this assignment, please see guidelines for Holler if you hear 
me group presentation and Classroom partners’ presentation on service learning experiences at 
Dr. King School guidelines on page 16 of this syllabus. 
 
Holler if you hear me group presentation: Three students work together to present a group of 
chapters from Holler if You Hear Me. Each group will have 25 minutes to conduct a group 
discussion with the class. Presenters are encouraged to take five minutes to summarize the key 
points contained within the article and then to take 15 minutes to lead an activity that highlights 
or demonstrates some of the key points in the article. The last five minutes will be used to raise 
discussion questions or respond to questions and comments from the class. Presentations will be 
timed. Points will be deducted if they fall short of 20 minutes or exceed 30 minutes in total 
length. The presentation needs to be designed to get the class involved in a discussion. This is 
not an opportunity to give a 20-minute lecture. Make the presentation interactive. Each member 
of the group will receive the same grade. 
 
What You Will Turn In: 
 Group outline of the plan for the presentation, to include 

• Key points to be addressed 
• Description of and plan for the interactive activity 
• List of open-ended, follow-up discussion questions (minimum of 5) 
• List of all sources used in the preparation and delivery of the presentation 
• After the presentation the instructor and each member of the class will have 

several minutes to complete a presentation assessment form (see p. 18 in this 
syllabus) provided by the instructor. The instructor will share these assessments 
with the presenters. 

• Immediately after the presentation, each member of the group will complete 
questions 1 and 2 on the “Post-presentation self-assessment” (see p. 19 in this 
syllabus). After they have had time to review the comments from their classmates 
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during the next class session, they should answer questions 3-5 and give the form 
to the instructor.  

 
For additional information regarding this assignment, please see guidelines for Holler if you hear 
me group presentation and Classroom partners’ presentation on service learning experiences at 
Dr. King School guidelines on page 16 of this syllabus. 
 
Portfolio and presentation.  Pull together all of your written assignments and anything 
collected from your service learning that you would like to include, such as photos of your 
experiences, sample work from students or handouts from teachers or the school. Develop two 
short papers (two pages each): one to introduce your portfolio and a second discussing what you 
have learned from the readings of our course and how all of your experiences and readings 
throughout the semester have impacted your understanding of teaching in an urban school. 
Professionally organize your portfolio in a binder according to the guidelines provided on page 
17 of this syllabus. During Finals Week, you will individually present of the highlights of your 
portfolio to me in a 20-minute meeting. 
 
Educational autobiography: This paper is your opportunity to become one of the texts 
and resources for the class.  Think back on your experiences in schools.  What are the most 
important aspects of school that stand out to you?  What are the connections you imagine might 
exist between issues of urban education and your school experiences?  If there are no 
connections, what does that make you think about?  This shouldn’t be a history of every 
milestone in your school career or a list of grievances against uncaring school administrators or 
teachers.  Instead, choose one event or theme that seems especially important and think about 
ways that this theme cuts across different aspects of your school experience.  Some examples 
might be pressure, free time, community, isolation…but feel free to use others.  Here you can 
also detail how you think about yourself as a future teacher. You can talk about how you came to 
be interested in becoming an educator and why you think teaching is an important and valued 
profession for you. You can talk about what you believe it takes to be a good teacher in an urban 
school. This is really the beginning step in developing your philosophy of what it means to be a 
teacher. This paper should be 2-3 pages long and follow all mechanics listed in the Guidelines 
for Written Assignments.  Include this paper in your portfolio. 
 
 
Guidelines for written assignments (expect reductions to your grade if you choose not to follow 
the mechanics outlined below): 

• Typed (12 point Ariel or Times Roman font in black ink), 
• Double-spaced with one-inch margins on all sides, 
• Numbered pages, 
• A single spaced heading on the first page with your name, date, and the course title, 

number and section  
• Stapled – no “dog ears” or paper clips, 
• Proper citation of paraphrasing and quotations, 
• Meet the minimum page-length requirement, and 
• Turned in at the start of the class period in which they are due. 
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Citing References: You must cite all paraphrasing (taking what an author says and putting it 
in your own words) and direct quotes. For paraphrasing cite by showing author and year of 
publication in parentheses, for example – (Michie, 1999). For direct quotes you must put the 
quoted material in quotation marks and cite with author, year and page number where quote 
is found, for example, (Michie, 1999, p. 56). Bibliographies are not required for reaction 
papers, except to list any text you use that is not required reading for this course.  When you 
do need to cite outside sources, use this format: Author’s last name, first name (year of 
publication). Name of article. Name of journal (in italics) journal volume (and number), page 
numbers of article. See the list of references for the course on pages 2 and 3 of this syllabus 
examples of different formats. 

 
 
Grade scale: 
 
Individual Assignment Grade Final Grade Range 
A+ = 4.3 
A   = 4.0 
A-  = 3.7 
B+ = 3.3 
B   = 3.0 
B-  = 2.7 
C+ = 2.3 
C   = 2.0 
C-  = 1.7 
D+ = 1.3 
D   = 1.0 
D-  = 0.7 
E   =  0.69 and below 

A+ 4.1 – 4.3 
A 3.8 – 4.09 
A- 3.4 – 3.79 
B+ 3.1 – 3.39 
B  2.8 – 3.09 
B- 2.4 – 2.79 
C+ 2.1 – 2.39 
C 1.8 – 2.09 
C- 1.4 – 1.79 
D+ 1.1 – 1.39 
D  0.8 – 1.09 
D- 0.5 – 0.79 
E 0.49 and below 
 

 
 
Evaluation: 
 

Assignment Weight 
Annotated article with outline   5% 
Reaction papers  30% (8 @ 3pts       

each; 1 @ 6 
pts) 

Educational Autobiography 5% 
Dr. King School service learning experience reflection papers (x 2) 10% (5% each) 
Classroom partners’ presentation on service learning experiences at Dr. 
King School: 

10% 

Holler if you hear me group presentation 15% 
Portfolio and individual presentation 20% 
Participation  5% 
Total 100% 
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Tentative course schedule: 
 
Week 1  Introduction 
Tuesday, January 25  Who we are 
    Syllabus 
    Meeting the Presentation Skills Requirement 
    Service Learning  
  Video: The Danger of a Single Story by Chumamanda Adichie 

 (ted.com) and Handout 
 
 

Part I: Urban schools in context 
 

Thursday, January 27 Framing the issues: The state of urban education 
*There is no service learning experience at Dr. King School this 

week. Instead, we will meet from 11:40 a.m. – 12:55 p.m. 
in Van Hoesen B-213. 

    Read: Haberman, Martin. (2010). Urban education: The state of  
     urban schooling at the start of the 21st century. (Handout) 
    Due: Annotated Article with Outline 
 
Week 2 Conditions in urban schools: Is the American dream alive? 
Tuesday, February 1               Read: Excerpt from Savage inequalities (pp. 53-74) by Jonathan 

Kozol. Course reader. (Handout) 
    Read: Still Separate, Still Unequal: America’s Educational   
     Apartheid by Jonathan Kozol (Posted in the “course  
     readings” folder on myreddragon class page.) 
 Due: Reaction paper to Kozol readings 
 
Thursday, February 3 Service learning experience #1 – 1 at Dr. King School.  Meet in 

front of Corey Union no later than 8:10 AM and return to 
campus by 1:00 PM.  

 
Week 3   How did we get here? Syracuse and its schools in context  
Tuesday, February 8               Read: Excerpt from Hope and Despair in the American City (pp. 1-

66; 124-144). (Handout)  
 Due: Reaction paper to Grant reading. In this reaction paper, please 

be sure to briefly define “redlining,” “blockbusting,” and 
“social capital.” 

 
Thursday, February 10 Service learning experience #1 – 2 at Dr. King School. Meet in 

front of Corey Union no later than 8:10 AM and return to 
campus by 1:00 PM.   
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Part II: Urban teachers in context 
 

Week 4  Characteristics of effective urban teachers   
Tuesday, February 15  Read: Excerpts from Star Teachers of Children in Poverty by  
    Martin Haberman (Handout) 
    Video: The First Year 

   Due: Reaction paper to the Haberman Reading 
 
Thursday, February 17  Service learning experience #1 – 3 at Dr. King School. Meet in 

front of Corey Union no later than 8:10 AM and return to 
campus by 1:00 PM.   

 
Week 5   Giving voice to urban teachers  
Tuesday, February 22             Student presentations on Foreward-Chapter 1 (group of 3) and 

Chapter 2-Chapter 3 (group of 4) of Holler if you hear me 
Read: Introduction-Chapter 3 (pp. xix-54) of Holler if you hear me 
Due (for those not presenting today): Reaction paper on 

Introduction-Chapter 3 (pp. xix-54) of Holler if you hear 
me 

 
Thursday, February 24 No service learning experience – Syracuse City Schools Winter 

Break  
 
Week 6 Giving voice to urban teachers (continued)  
Tuesday, March 1                   Student presentations (in groups of 3) on Chapter 4-Chapter 5 and 

Chapter 6-Chapter 7 of Holler if you hear me 
Read: Chapter 4-Chapter 7 Holler if you hear me 
Due (for those not presenting today): Reaction paper on Chapter 4-

Chapter 7 (pp. 55-125) of Holler if you hear me 
 
Thursday, March 3 Service learning experience #1 – 4 at Dr. King School. Meet in 

front of Corey Union no later than 8:10 AM and return to 
campus by 1:00 PM.   

 
Week 7  Giving voice to urban teachers (continued)  
Tuesday, March 8                   Student presentations on Chapter 8-Chapter 9 (group of 4) and 

Chapter 10-Afterword (group of 3) of Holler if you hear me 
Read: Chapter 8-Afterword of Holler if you hear me   
Due (for those not presenting today): Reaction paper on Chapter 8-

Afterword (pp. 126-181) of Holler if you hear me 
 
Thursday, March 10 Service learning experience #1 – 5 at Dr. King School. Meet in 

front of Corey Union no later than 8:10 AM and return to 
campus by 1:00 PM. 
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Week 8  Spring break 
Tuesday, March 15  No class – SUNY Cortland Spring Break 
 
Thursday, March 17  No service learning experience – SUNY Cortland Spring Break 
 
Week 9   Multiculturalism  
Tuesday, March 22                 Read: “Affirmation, solidarity and critique: Moving beyond 

tolerance in education” by Sonia Nieto. Posted in the 
“course readings” folder on myreddragon class page. 

Read: “Approaches to multicultural curriculum reform” by James    
A. Banks. Posted in the “course readings” folder on 
myreddragon class page. 

Due: Reaction paper to the articles by Nieto and Banks. In this 
reaction paper, please address in particular (a) what specific 
aspects of the models/approaches outlined by Nieto and 
Banks that you have witnessed at Dr. King School, (b) 
ways in which your cooperating teachers seem to conceive 
of multiculturalism both in the school and in their 
classrooms (feel free to ask them!), and (c) what ideas you 
might have for moving the curriculum in these classrooms 
towards ones that are more complex (i.e., Nieto’s models of 
respect or affirmation, solidarity and critique or Banks’ 
transformative or decision-making and social action 
approach).  

     
Thursday, March 24 Service learning experience #2 – 1 at Dr. King School. Meet in 

front of Corey Union no later than 8:10 AM and return to 
campus by 1:00 PM.  

Due: Reflective essay #1 on Dr. King School service learning 
experience. In addition to the guidelines for this assignment 
provided above, in this essay please address in particular 
your thoughts on preparing for your first visit to the school 
(your expectations, hopes, concerns, etc) and how these 
have “played out” in your subsequent visits. 

 
Week 10 Culturally relevant pedagogy 
Tuesday, March 29                 Read: Excerpt from The Dreamkeepers (pp. ix-xii; 15-26; 102-

126) by Gloria Ladson-Billings. (Handout) 
Read: “See you when we get there” by Gregory Michie. Posted in 

the “course readings” folder on myreddragon class page. 
 Due: Expanded (3-4 pages and following guidelines for written 

assignments) reaction paper based on this week’s readings 
about Culturally Relevant Pedagogy (CRP) in which you 
demonstrate an understanding of the elements of CRP and 
connect it to your experiences at Dr. King. This paper 
should communicate a clear grasp of the authors’ theories 
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of CRP and the ways in which you have or have not seen 
CRP being implemented during our field experiences. This 
paper counts for twice the value (6 points towards your 
final grade) as your other reaction papers (3 points each) 
this semester. 

   
Thursday, March 31 Service learning experience #2 – 2 at Dr. King School. Meet in 

front of Corey Union no later than 8:10 AM and return to 
campus by 1:00 PM. 

 
 

Part III: Urban students in context 
 
Week 11   Giving voice to urban students   
Tuesday, April 5                     Read: Our America (entire book) by LeAlan Jones, Lloyd Newman 

and David Isay 
   
Thursday, April 7                  Service learning experience #2 – 3 at Dr. King School. Meet in 

front of Corey Union no later than 8:10 AM and return to 
campus by 1:00 PM. 

    
Week 12  Politics and Students’ Lives 
Tuesday, April 12                   Video: Fear and Learning at Hoover Elementary 
 
Thursday, April 14 No service learning experience – Syracuse City Schools 

Professional Development Day 
 
Week 13  Reflections on service learning experiences at Dr. King School 
Tuesday, April 19                   Student presentations (in pairs) on service learning experiences at 

Dr. King School 
 
Thursday, April 21 *There is no service learning experience today (due Syracuse City 

Schools Spring Recess). Instead, we will meet at 10:05 in a 
classroom to be determined) to complete student 
presentations (in pairs) on service learning experiences at 
Dr. King School. 

 
Week 14   Identity and Language 
Tuesday, April 26   Read: Linguistic Diversity in Multicultural Classrooms by Sonia  
     Nieto  (Pages 208-248) (Handout) 
    Due: Reaction paper. 
 
Thursday, April 28  Service learning experience #2 – 4 at Dr. King School. Meet in 

front of Corey Union no later than 8:10 AM and return to 
campus by 1:00 PM.  
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Week 15 Identity, teacher expectations and student performance 
Tuesday, May 3   Read: “Stereotype threat and African American student   
     achievement” by Claude Steele. Posted in the “course  
     readings” folder on myreddragon class page. 
                                                Read: “Behind the model-minority stereotype: Voices of high- and  
     low-achieving Asian American students” by Stacey J. Lee.  
     Link to article: Log on to myreddragon. Select “Library.”  
     Click on the letter “J” under “Databases.” “JSTOR” comes  
     up. Click on that. Type in “Behind the Model Minority  
     Stereotype.” It should be the first article that comes up.  
     Click on “”PDF” to get access to the full article. 
 

Due: Reaction paper to the articles by Steele and Lee.  
 
Thursday, May 5 Service learning experience #2 – 5 at Dr. King School. Meet in                               

front of Corey Union no later than 8:10 AM and return to 
campus by 1:00 PM. 

 
 

Part IV: Future possibilities for urban education 
 
Tuesday, May 10  Course reflections: Where do we go from here? How can we 

 work as change agents? 
  Course evaluations. 

Due: Reflective essay #2 on Dr. King School service learning 
experience. In addition to the guidelines for this assignment 
provided above, please include at least a paragraph in this 
essay comparing and contrasting your current field 
experience with the previous one you wrote about in 
reflective essay #1.   

 
Finals Week  Portfolio and individual presentations 
  Sign up for a 20-minute meeting with me to present your portfolio. 
  Meeting Location: My office – 1213 Cornish 
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Guidelines for Holler if you hear me group presentation and classroom partners’ 
presentation on service learning experiences at Dr. King School 

 
Here are some guidelines to help you and your group do a successful presentation: 
 

1. Dress and act professionally for your presentation. Take it seriously! 
 
2. Be well prepared. Know your individual part well. Practice alone and with your group 

so that you all know how things will flow. Time your individual piece of the 
presentation and time the entire group as you practice. Be sure you don’t repeat each 
other’s information. 

 
3. Have some visuals. These can be in the form of a PowerPoint, video clips or anything 

else you can think of. No posters please, as they are usually difficult to see from the 
back of the room. Get together and put your visuals together in a way that flows 
logically. Do not put too much information on one page of a PowerPoint. It should 
not look cluttered. A general guide is no more than three brief “bullets” on a slide. A 
PowerPoint is just to highlight key concepts for your audience and to offer you a 
guide to follow in speaking. Avoid reading from a PowerPoint. Members of the 
audience can read for themselves. Present examples and stories to extend the points 
you show on your PowerPoint. Consider having photos and examples on your 
PowerPoint or other visual. 

 
4. The Holler if you hear me group presentation must have an activity that involves the 

audience. Leading this activity should involve the whole group, not just an individual 
presenter. 

 
5. Scripting Your Talk: Each person in the group should be prepared to do part of the 

presentation that is equal to what other members do. One way you can prepare you 
part of the presentations is to script out your talk. Then, print it out in 16 or 18 point 
Times Roman font. This size font should equal out to about one minute per page if 
you are reading slowly to an audience. You may have to play with fonts on your 
computer to see what equals out to one minute per page as you read. Practice this talk 
so it does not sound like you are reading it, but you will always have it in front of you 
in case you need it. Another idea is to have your key points on note cards. 

 
6. The Holler if you hear me group presentation should run for no more than 30 minutes. 

No more than seven minutes may be devoted to summarizing the reading. The 
classroom partners’ presentation on service learning experiences at Dr. King School 
should run for no more than ten minutes. 
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Guidelines for portfolio 
 

The portfolio is a place for you to showcase the work you have done throughout the semester. This 
particular portfolio is the beginning step in constructing yourself as a teacher. The portfolio consists of six 
required components, two presentations, and an optional student work/photo component. Each section in 
the portfolio should be clearly labeled within the portfolio and in a table of contents, which you should 
place at the beginning of the portfolio. Put the materials together in a binder. Prepare this portfolio as you 
would a professional presentation.  

  
Introduction: Once you have organized all of your work into the portfolio, you should treat this work 

like an article you are going to annotate. Re-read everything that you have written and highlight 
themes and important information. You are looking for patterns that you see in your writing. Is there 
anything that keeps coming up? Where do you see connections? What are those connections? The 
next step is to write an introductory paper that helps to make sense of all the work that you have done 
in class. What are the themes and patterns and how do they make sense to you? Choose at least two of 
these themes that are present in your work and illustrate them with examples from your previous 
written work and additional class resources or articles. The paper should be a minimum of 2 pages 
and follow the Guidelines for Written Assignments included in this syllabus. 

 
Educational autobiography: Place your educational autobiography here. 
 
Annotated article/outline: Place your annotated article and outline here. 
 
Reaction papers: Place your nine reaction papers, in chronological order (earliest paper first), here. 
 
Dr. King School service learning experience reflection papers: Place your two reflection papers, in 

chronological order, here.  
 
Classroom partners’ presentation on service learning experiences at Dr. King School: Include your 

individual note cards or script here. If you used a PowerPoint, include a printout of it as well. 
 
Holler if you hear me group presentation: Include your notes or any information, such as a printout of 

your PowerPoint, related to your presentation here. 
 
Samples of student work, teacher hand-outs, or photos (if applicable): If you wish to, include other 

items here, as long as they relate to urban education, For example, you may have work that children 
have shared with you during your field experience, handouts from teachers, photographs, or favorite 
quotes. A brief explanation of the meaning of each item should be included in the portfolio. 

 
Summary - What I’ve learned; Where I’m going: This concluding essay should highlight what you 

believe you have learned about urban education this semester from both of your service learning 
experiences at Dr. King School and our course readings, meetings and discussions. How do you think 
about urban education now compared to the beginning of the semester? What are some of the issues 
you have been made more aware of through our course? Finally, where do you want to go from here? 
The paper should be a minimum of 2 pages and follow the Guidelines for Written Assignments 
included in this syllabus. 

 
Sign up for a 20-minute session at the end of the semester to present your portfolio to me. You will 
introduce your portfolio, present highlights from each section and talk about what you have learned from 
your experiences in this course. I will ask you some questions along the way. 
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Presentation assessment 
 
Name of Presenters: _____________________________________________________  
 
Rate the items below using this scale: 1 (poor; needs a lot of work), 2  (below average), 3 
(average), 4 (above average), 5 (excellent) 
 
Content: 
1. Begins with an interesting opening…………………1 2 3 4 5 
 
2. Asserts a clear, concise thesis………………………1 2 3 4 5 
 
3. Provides an overview of presentation………………1 2 3 4 5 
 
4. Considers audience’s interests to focus attention…..1 2 3 4 5 
 
5. Offers a critical analysis of argument………………1 2 3 4 5 
 
6. Presents a structured, well-organized talk…………..1 2 3 4 5 
 
7. Demonstrates thorough understanding of material…1 2 3 4 5 
 
8. Thoughtfully addresses audience’s questions………1 2 3 4 5 
 
Delivery:  
1. Effective verbal tone, pitch and pace………………..1 2 3 4 5 
 
2. Clarity of speech…………………………………….1 2 3 4 5 
 
3. Eye contact ………………………………………….1 2 3 4 5 
 
4. Relaxed movement, stance and gestures…………….1 2 3 4 5 
 
5. Shows enthusiasm for topic…………………………1 2 3 4 5 
 
6. Demonstrates poise and confidence…………………1 2 3 4 5 
 
7. Shows careful and thorough preparation……………1 2 3 4 5 
 
8. Does not read presentation………………………….1 2 3 4 5 
 
Comments: 
 
 
 
Ideas for this rubric from: http://library.bowdoin.edu/honors/oral-comm/3-self-assessment.pdf 
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Post-presentation self-assessment 
 

Name: ______________________________________________   
 
 
Complete the questions below and turn in after your presentation class and instructor. 
 
1. How would you change your presentation if you did it again? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. How much did you practice – individually and as a group, if this is a group 
 presentation - prior to the presentation? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. What were the most helpful suggestions to you from the assessments you received? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Were you surprised by any of the comments or suggestions from the class or the 
 instructor concerning your presentation? Which comments? What surprised you? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. List three important skills or understandings that you gained about oral presentations in 

this assignment. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
http://www.uncg.edu/art/courses/rwrice/363/syllabus.htm  
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